
number of popular racing applications on all race categories discussed above.

WHICH SET DO YOU NEED?

HEAVY DUTY SETS = GOOD

Heavy Duty Sets - Double row sprockets and .200 or .220 double row chain.  100% Made in USA

STREET TRUE® ROLLERS = BETTER

Street True® - offering a .250 True® Roller chain and 3 keyway crank sprocket.

Street Billet - same as above with added features of billet steel cam sprocket and 9 key crank sprocket.

RACE TRUE® ROLLERS = BEST

Race True® - Induction heat-treated sprockets hand-matched with Premium .250 True® Roller chain.  This Original 

RACE Set put Cloyes in the race business!

Race Billet - We took a good idea and made it better.  Similar to above with the added assurance of all billet 

sprockets and added benefit of versatility with 3 or 9 keyway crank sprockets.

ADJUSTABLE RACE TRUE® ROLLERS = BEST

Hex-A-Just® - Our number one seller to the professional race crowd.  All the assurances of our top-of-the-line 

speed set - billet steel heat-treated sprockets, hand-matched with our Premium .250 True® Roller chain - and 

infinitely adjustable (from plus 6° to minus 6°) with the simple turn of a wrench. Add our Quick Button Two Piece 

Timing Cover and you are way ahead of the field!

Quick Adjust® - Highly recommended for our Ford racers.  Like above, our top-of-the-line speed set - billet steel 

heat-treated sprockets, hand-matched with our Premium .250 True® Roller - and infinitely adjustable (from plus 6° to 

minus 6°) with the turn of a wrench.

"Z-RACING" TRUE® ROLLERS = Z-BEST

Developed for those extreme racing conditions that push your internal engine components to their limits.  With 

the addition of the exclusive Cloyes "Z" Chain, the "Z-Racing" series is available as an upgrade for a select 

WHICH SET DO YOU NEED?

This standard double row chain set offers that little extra durabilty and peace of mind.

Entry-level True® Roller offerings for the budget-minded street enthusiast.

These sets are 100% Made in USA.

Race-proven speed sets.  These custom hand-matched sets give the professional racer the assurance needed 

for a race-dedicated engine.

Like above, these custom hand-matched sets give the professional racer the assurance needed for a race-

dedicated engine, with the added feature of infinite adjustability anywhere between plus or minus 6°.


